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We intend, this year as always, to issue a two-part year-end forecast, the first part 

- ~_, consisti'.! g-of~a -revi~w· of-past-histo:l'y-.-Our-normal_pl'actice -in-su~h-revi~ws-'-has-been-:simply·~--.\-
to cover 'the' previous year. In thinking about this over"the past few weeks, however, it be-
came apparent to us that an historical review germane to the present stock market situation 
should cover a much longer period of time, in this case all the way back to the late 1940's. 
Moreover, in the past few days, it became equally apparent that such a review would also be 
required to focus on a much shorter timeframe, i.e., the past six weeks. With this in mind, 
let us begin. 

Space limitations allow an only cursory summary of stock-market history between June 13, 
1949 and September 21, 1976. Suffice it to say that during this period there occurred seven 
bull markets. The first four of these (the fourth ended on February 9, 1966) had two essen
tially universal characteristics. (1) Each one produced SUbstantive new highs (293.79 in 1953, 
521. 05 in 1956, 734.91 in 1961, and 995.15 in 1966). (2) Each one proceeded to where it was 
ultimately going without much in the way of correction. With a single exception, the largest 
bull-market correction during that period was 13.55%. These corrections, furthermore, tended 
to take place in the late stages of advances rather than the earlier ones. 

The picture changed with the next three bull markets. Rather than producing signifi
cant new highs,each of these three advances topped out at roughly the same level at which the 
1966 market peaked, 985.21 on December 3, 1968, 1051. 70 on January 11, 1973, and 1014.79 on 
September 21, 1976. Corrections, however, followed the same pattern. They tended to be in
significant and occurred late in the process, if at all. 

This brings us to bull market number eight, which began in February, 1978. As far as 
_ the level at which it peaked is concerned, it followed the pattern of the previous four. Its 
__ lligJl--was_1024._05-On...,ApciJ-2'7,.....J..981 .. _It,_how~v.er-.-add~d""""--new~w.t"inkle,-'f-hel'e---w~l'e~,-in"the-_. 4-..... 

three years between low and high, three notable and significant corrections, September-October 
1978, October-November, 1979, and February-April, 1980. They brought the Dow down 13%, 
11%, and 16% respectively, and, instead of being clustered toward the end of the rise, were 
evenly spaced throughout the advance. Each one brought the Dow back to a level very close 
to its February 28, 1978 starting point. Furthermore, of interest from the technician's. point 
of view, each one featured noticable selling climax indications (remember Silver~ Thursday 1980), 
whereas the actual start of the bull market, in 1978, had featured few such indications. 

There then followed the bear market of April, 1980-August, 1982, and we continue firmly 
1):> believe that the ninth bull market in this series began on A ~gust 12 of this year. Interest
ingly enough, like 1978, it began with little activity and reduced volume on the downside, how
ever spectacular the subsequent upside action may have been. Its initial rise, as we have 
pointed out ad nauseam, was steeper than that of any of the advances discussed above. The 
question which remains unanswered centers around the nature of its corrections. We had been 
leaning toward the view that such corrections would be similar to those of the first seven bull 
markets discussed above, miniscule and late. As noted, however, the last upswing established 
the precedent of corrections occuring early and being relatively deep. 

This, inevitably, forces us into consideration of the past six weeks. On November 3, 
the Dow made a high, 1065.49, roughly equivalent to that of the past five bull markets. It 
has, since then, been moving sideways and has formed what can be considered as a potential 
distributional top suggesting a decline of intermediate-scale proportions. None of the major 
averages has yet broken out of this top, although a fair number of individual stocks have in
deed done so. The question which an.historical.review engenders, therefore" is whether the 
1976-78 precedent of severe intermediate corrections will be followed or whether the current 
upswing will tend to behave along the lines of most others since World War II. The even more 
basic follow-on question is whether, if the former is the case, the scenario of a major bull 
market's having begun in August, 1982 is altered. It is these questions that will be explored in 
our forecast next week. 
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A VERY MERRY CHRISTMAS TO ALL 
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